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Banco de Crédito del Peru:
Funding the Future with a Wholesale
Move to SAP® Software
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Bank accounts, insurance policies, and mutual funds
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SAP® Solutions
SAP® ERP application, SAP NetWeaver® Business
Warehouse component, SAP NetWeaver Portal component,
SAP Solution Manager application management solution,
and SAP solutions for governance, risk, and compliance
Partners
SAP Consulting and IBM Corporation
When faced with the inefficiencies of disparate business software and manual processes,
many organizations would look for a quick fix and just apply patches – but not Banco
de Crédito del Peru (BCP). “A piece-by-piece approach to updating our application
landscape would have been easier in the short term, but it would have just kept causing
problems as time went on,” says Haydeé Urquiaga, SAP implementation manager at
BCP. “That is why we decided on a complete IT overhaul using SAP software.”
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Leading the banking industry in Peru

Company
Vision
Why SAP
Implementation
Solution

BCP is Peru’s oldest and largest private bank.
Headquartered in Lima, it has 320 branches around
the country, as well as offices in Panama, Miami,
and Bolivia. BCP was founded 125 years ago and
offers a range of retail banking products and services
including bank accounts, insurance policies, and
mutual funds. The bank employs 15,000 people and
generates annual profits of US$450 million.

15,000

Benefits
Future plans

Employees
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The burden extended to IT, which found it difficult
to ensure that licenses were up-to-date for so many
applications and spent an inordinate amount of
time customizing software. The situation reached
a breaking point when the Peruvian government
issued a new set of compliance requirements that
necessitated building new applications around the
existing solutions, costing more time and effort and
further confusing the landscape.

Over time, BCP accumulated a great deal of business
software for running its operations. Many departments
installed their own localized applications that could
not communicate with each other. One unfortunate
result was that reconciling data from these applications and tabulating overall bank results were timeconsuming manual processes that cost productivity,
slowed down reporting, and hindered decision
making. “To respond to simple queries from our
managers, we often had to collect information from
15 or 16 satellite applications and spreadsheets
before manually collating and analyzing results,”
explains Urquiaga. “Data integrity could not always
be relied on, adding an extra layer of uncertainty
and complexity to any reports.”

“We recognized that adding to the patchwork would
just cause more problems in the future,” says Urquiaga.
“That is when we developed a vision of replacing it all
with a single, integrated, comprehensive solution.”

“We knew that simplifying and streamlining our application suite would be a
valuable investment for the future and would also make it easier to ensure
that our licensing was up-to-date.”
Haydeé Urquiaga, SAP Implementation Manager, Banco de Crédito del Peru
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and record for success
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BCP chose SAP Consulting as the prime contractor
on the implementation to take advantage of its
unmatched understanding of SAP applications and
how best to deploy them.

Keenly aware that applications with limited scope
were the cause of so many problems, BCP made it
a top priority to select an integrated solution that
spanned all its functional areas. The bank found all
that, along with a reputation for excellence, in software from SAP. “Our SAP ERP application includes
a comprehensive suite of components to meet all
our enterprise resource planning needs,” explains
Urquiaga. “The high interoperability of SAP applications was a principal factor for us, as we needed
seamless connectivity between the SAP solution
and our third-party software.”

Taking a clean-slate approach to its business system
infrastructure, BCP also decided to replace its database software, where the cost of the existing Oracle
environment was escalating, as well as the hardware
that hosts all the new applications. The bank chose
IBM products for both the database and hardware.

“We were looking for a solution with a proven track record, and
SAP applications fit the bill.”
Haydeé Urquiaga, SAP Implementation Manager, Banco de Crédito del Peru
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Partnering for implementation success
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SAP Consulting performed a smooth implementation
of the SAP software. Under subcontract to SAP, IBM
installed new IBM servers running AIX to host the
SAP applications as well as the DB2 database to
replace Oracle. The migration was completed on
schedule and within budget in just 45 days.

Solution
Benefits
Future plans

“The combination of the SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse
component and IBM DB2 has provided the ideal reporting and
analytics solution for BCP.”
Haydeé Urquiaga, SAP Implementation Manager, Banco de Crédito del Peru
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Another BCP priority was to protect against human
errors and fraudulent activity by implementing better
control over access to key infrastructure assets.
For this the bank implemented SAP solutions for
governance, risk, and compliance (GRC). “Our GRC
functionality allows us to seamlessly embed compliance throughout our processes end to end, increasing
our resiliency against fraud. It also maximizes transparency, making it easy to demonstrate conformity
to Peruvian law,” says Urquiaga.

The centerpiece of BCP’s SAP software solution is
the SAP ERP application, which manages and integrates all business processes including financials,
controlling, materials management, inventory, administration, and payroll. It also runs human capital
management, replacing an application custom-built
for BCP that typified the complexity of the previous
software landscape: it required support from 35
modules.
Improved reporting was a high priority for BCP. The
SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse component
fulfilled that need, providing centralized, highperformance functionality for enterprise management
and business intelligence. Decision makers use its
real-time reports to track company performance
and seize business opportunities immediately. “We
have moved from spreadsheets and pivot tables as
our reporting environment to having sophisticated
business analytics and modeling tools at our fingertips,” says Jorge Torres, IT infrastructure manager
for BCP.

The SAP Solution Manager application management
solution rounds out BCP’s new SAP software, helping
the bank make sure all its SAP applications perform
to their maximum potential.
Currently 1,200 people at BCP use the SAP software.
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Among the biggest contributors to BCP’s savings are
the SAP solutions for GRC. “We estimate that they
have helped us cut losses due to fraud and human
error by 40%,” says Urquiaga.

BCP’s move to SAP software fulfilled all the bank’s
expectations for streamlining and integrating its
processes and accelerating the delivery of vital
business insights to decision makers. It has also
delivered significant productivity improvements, as
Urquiaga illustrates: “Recently, we ran payroll for our
15,000 employees on the new SAP solution for the
first time. With our previous software, this process
took several of our employees at least a week. With
SAP ERP, however, we completed it in a matter of
hours with almost no manual input, demonstrating
firsthand how the SAP solution is making life easier
for our staff.”

40%

Decrease in losses due to
fraud and human error

“The best practices embedded in SAP ERP have
helped us introduce significant efficiencies,” Urquiaga
adds. “In inventory, for example, we are now equipped
to track usage of items and base purchasing decisions
on our findings, rather than simply reorder every
three months like we used to. We estimate that
cutting down on waste will help us reduce our costs
in areas such as office supplies by 10%.”
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Extending SAP software
to sister companies

Executive overview
Company
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SAP software has proven such a success at BCP that there are
plans to extend it to other companies in its parent group.

Why SAP

“Working with SAP, we have been able to transform our application
landscape, laying the groundwork for more efficient and effective
operations in the future,” Urquiaga concludes.

Implementation
Solution
Benefits
Future plans

“We have given the business a superb set of tools
for managing the entire enterprise across all
functional areas.”
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